
English Time - Course Content Review

School and Grade: ZS Bystrovany
Time of lesson: Wednesday, 13:15-14:00
Teacher: Ivan Y. Youmbissi, assistant: Micah Reaves

Month - Year
November/December - 2017

Vocabulary Structures Games and activities used
New topics
Toys:
Car, robot, drum, plane, teddy, 
trumpet, doll, frisbee, scooter, 
kite, train, yoyo.

Family:
Dad, mum, brother, sister, 
baby, grandma, grandpa, 

Farm animals:
Dog, cat, cow, horse, sheep, 
horse, duck, chicken, duck, 
rabbit, goat.

Zoo animals: 
Lion, tiger, elephant, wolf, bear,
giraffe, crocodile, hippo, zebra, 
monkey, turtle. 

Oceanic animals:
Fish, crab, octopus, whale 
shark, polar bear, penguin, 
dolphin seal, star fish, sea 
horse, jellyfish. 

Shapes:
Circle, square, triangle, 
rectangle, oval, diamond, heart,
star

Christmas:
Snow flake, wrath, Santa Claus, 
sleigh, candle, Christmas tree, 
bell, present, snowman, ribbon, 
reindeer, ornament, star, candy 
cane. 

Phrases:
What color is the Zebra?
Zebra is black and white
Which animal is green and stays
in water? Crocodile 

I have a black dog 
I have a white cat…….

A Hippo is big, fat…..
A giraffe has a long neck….
A dog is beautiful…..
A cat is small……

What is your mum, dad…. 
name?

This is dog, cat, cow….. 

Who has ever been to a zoo?
Which animals did you see?

When is Christmas?
What happens during 
Christmas?
Who likes Christmas and why? 

Homework’s
Draw a family tree
Research 10 animals not done 
with the teacher 

Worksheet
All animals
Christmas

Orders:
Sit down- Stand up
What have we done last week
Make a circle 
clap your hands
close your eyes
open your eyes
Say thank you 

Hiding cards game:
Lecturer asks the kids to close 
their eyes and hide the flash 
cards around the class then he 
asks the kids to open their eyes 
and look for the flash cards. 

Timer boom:
Lecturer set a timer and passes 
it around each kid has to say an 
adjective + school stuff (e.g. 
black pen, yellow ruler) and 
passes the timer around when it 
rings in a kid hand he losses 
points.

One leg run:
The lecturer places flashcard all 
over the class then chooses two 
kids to run for a card (on one 
leg) the first kid to get the card 
says what it is and can keep it.

Guess my feeling:
Lecturer draws or imitates a 
feeling and the first kid to guess 
correctly get the card 
representing the feeling.

Fishing game
Lecturer separate the class into 
two group each group receives a
fishing rod one after another 
they have to name a flashcard if 
the give it correctly they can 
fish. 

Mikado balls marbles 
Lecturer separate the class into 
two group, one after another 
they have to name a flashcard if 
the named correctly they can 
remove a stick  end of the game
the group with the highest 
points wins.


